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PLAINTIFFS-APPELLEES’ SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF  

In Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. v. Arkansas Teacher Retirement System, 141 

S. Ct. 1951 (2021), the Supreme Court affirmed this Court’s holding that Goldman 

bears the burden of persuading the district court that its misstatements had no effect 

on its stock price. The Supreme Court also clarified that in making that determina-

tion, courts must consider all the evidence, including the allegedly generic nature of 

the misstatements, “aided by a good dose of common sense.” Id. at 1960 (citation 

omitted). Uncertain whether this Court had taken the nature of the statements into 

account when reviewing the district court’s decision, the Supreme Court remanded 

for reconsideration. Id. at 1961. Because the entirety of the evidence amply supports 

the district court’s finding that Goldman did not meet its burden of persuasion, this 

Court should affirm. 

I. The District Court Permissibly Found Goldman’s Principal Evidence 
Uninformative And Unreliable. 

This Court has already upheld the district court’s determination that Gold-

man’s principal evidence—Dr. Gompers’ analysis of 36 news articles and Dr. Choi’s 

study—was of marginal or no weight. Ark. Tchr. Ret. Sys. v. Goldman Sachs Grp., 

Inc., 955 F.3d 254, 271-72 (2d Cir. 2020) (“Goldman II”). Goldman’s evidence did 

not support its thesis (JA8035) that the lack of any price drop following the 36 arti-

cles showed that the alleged misstatements were so generic in the first place that the 
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market never incorporated them into Goldman’s stock price. Rather, the lack of mar-

ket reaction to the articles in Dr. Gompers’ analysis was easily explained by the 

reports’ lack of details and “hard evidence” to overcome Goldman’s denials. 955 

F.3d at 271-72. At the same time, Dr. Choi’s conclusions were “not supported by his 

event study” for multiple reasons that rendered his opinions unreliable, including his 

failure to address the second and third corrective disclosures at all. Id. at 263. Gold-

man offers “no persuasive response to the [district] court’s findings” on Dr. Gom-

pers’ articles and has never “meaningfully engage[d] with the district court’s de-

tailed rejection of Dr. Choi’s report.” Id. at 271-72. The Supreme Court’s decision 

resuscitates neither category of evidence. 

II. The Purported Generality Of Goldman’s Misstatements Does Not 
Render The District Court’s Finding Clearly Erroneous. 

The question, then, is whether the district court’s otherwise permissible con-

clusion is rendered clearly erroneous by a consideration of the nature of Goldman’s 

misstatements. The answer is no. It may be that “the generic quality of [an] alleged 

misstatement[], coupled with” other evidence showing a lack of price impact, could 

carry a defendant’s burden. 955 F.3d at 278 (Sullivan, J., dissenting) (emphasis 

added). But here, the district court properly deemed Goldman’s other evidence un-

informative and unreliable. Accordingly, Goldman can prevail only by convincing 

this Court that the supposedly generic nature of the statements alone is sufficient to 

carry its burden. Even Judge Sullivan’s dissent did not go that far, however, viewing 
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the alleged generality of the misstatements as merely confirming what he believed 

the other evidence independently established. Id. at 278-79. But having rejected the 

dissent’s view of that evidence, the Court could reverse now only by placing decisive 

weight on the nature of the misstatements. There is no justification for that result.1 

1. Where, as here, a defendant maintains inflation in its stock price by mis-

leading investors about the true state of its affairs, the “proper question for purposes 

of our inquiry into price impact is . . . what would have happened if [the company] 

had spoken truthfully.” In re Vivendi, S.A. Sec. Litig., 838 F.3d 223, 258 (2d Cir. 

2016). Accordingly, “Goldman’s burden is to show that the market would not have 

reacted had Goldman told the truth about its alleged failure to manage its conflicts.” 

Goldman II, 955 F.3d at 271.  

Consistent with the Supreme Court’s admonition to employ a healthy dose of 

common sense, this Court has explained that “[i]t is difficult to imagine that Gold-

man’s shareholders would have been indifferent had Goldman disclosed its alleged 

failure to prevent employees from illegally advising clients to buy into CDOs that 

were built to fail by a hedge fund secretly shorting the investors’ positions.” 955 

F.3d at 271; see also id. at 275 n.25; Pl. Br. 39-42. This is particularly so because 

 
1 Goldman has forfeited any objection that the district court erred in failing to 

account for the nature of the statements. See Pl. Letter on Supp. Briefing 3 n.4; 141 
S. Ct. at 1964-65 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).  
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Goldman’s stock traded at a premium precisely because the company courted poten-

tial conflicts its peers avoided—a profitable strategy that depended on robust conflict 

management. See Pl. Br. 4, 34, 41-42. Investors understood this. For example, near 

the start of the class period, Merrill Lynch told investors that Goldman’s “Conflict 

Management skill maximizes franchise value” because “Goldman manages con-

flicts, rather than simply avoiding them, in order to maximize the value of its fran-

chise.” JA3220; see also, e.g., JA7252 (The Wall Street Journal article emphasizing 

“the perception that [Goldman] is an elite adviser and an elite trader that can do both 

simultaneously while managing the conflicts to the satisfaction of its clients. That’s 

why its stock carries a premium to its peers in bull markets.”) (emphasis added); 

JA8007 (Buckingham analysis reaching same conclusion). In this context, Gold-

man’s misstatements about its conflict-management systems and business principles 

were specific reassurances to a targeted investor concern, not mere boilerplate in-

vestors would likely ignore. Cf. 141 S. Ct. at 1961 (giving example of “we have faith 

in our business model” as generic misstatement less likely to have price impact).  

The challenged misstatements also include a Goldman press release misrep-

resenting that the short positions in its CDOs were “fully disclosed and well known 

to investors.” JA83; see also Pl. Br. 9; JA82-84, JA89 (Compl. ¶¶ 123-26, 139-42). 
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Goldman has never claimed that this statement was general or immaterial.2  

2. Goldman’s contrary arguments are unpersuasive.  

Dr. Starks. Although it barely mentioned its expert Dr. Starks in the district 

court on remand or in the last appeal,3 Goldman apparently intends to rely on her 

testimony now. Any such reliance is waived. But even if the Court considers Dr. 

Starks’ testimony, Plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Finnerty, convincingly explained why Dr. 

Starks’ “methodology [was] deeply flawed and wholly unreliable.” JA5258. 

Dr. Starks asserted that “investors do not consider general statements . . . such 

as the Business Principles Statements and Conflict Controls Statements at issue in 

this case.” JA5046. She based this claim on her general education and experience, 

ibid., and on her research purportedly showing that such statements were common, 

JA5050-51.4 Dr. Starks also claimed that analysts did not cite Goldman’s misstate-

ments, and reasoned that this showed markets were indifferent to whether those 

 
2 Instead, Goldman has asserted, without support, that Plaintiffs “did not base 

their motion for class-certification on [this] statement.” Cert. Reply 10 (citing noth-
ing). But Plaintiffs sought class adjudication of all their extant claims, as plaintiffs 
always do. Goldman’s own expert, Dr. Gompers, recognized as much, listing this 
press release as a relevant misstatement in opposing class certification. See JA3980-
81, JA4096. 

3 Goldman cited Dr. Starks only once in the argument section of its opening 
brief to this Court (in a footnote) and again in a single sentence of its reply. See 
Goldman Opening Br. 50 n.11; Goldman Reply 18. 

4 In fact, Dr. Starks gave only a handful of examples of other companies even 
arguably making representations about having systems in place to appropriately 
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statements were true. JA5060-61. But Dr. Finnerty testified that in his experience, 

Goldman’s conflict statements were the kind of information investors would care 

about. JA4478-79; JA8200-01 (citing JA3636). He also showed that Dr. Starks 

skewed her results by examining only whether analysts expressly quoted or refer-

enced Goldman’s misstatements, while ignoring analysts’ “references to the same 

subject matter of the alleged misstatements and omissions, or references that para-

phrase Defendants’ misleading statements.” JA5207. That myopic review ignored 

the legally relevant question, which is not whether the analysts quoted Goldman’s 

false statements, but whether investors would have “reacted had Goldman told the 

truth about its alleged failure to manage its conflicts.” Goldman II, 955 F.3d at 271; 

see JA5207.  

Focused on that question, Dr. Finnerty’s review of analyst and other reports, 

before and after the corrective disclosures, confirmed this Court’s surmise (955 F.3d 

at 271-72) that investors certainly would have reacted had Goldman told the truth 

about its conflict systems. See JA8201 (Dr. Finnerty testifying that “if Goldman had 

disclosed that information which was omitted, it is my opinion that the stock price 

would have dropped”); JA5254 (same); Pl. Br. 4, 11-12, 41-42, 59-60, 64. Dr. Fin-

nerty explained that during the class period analysts had repeatedly emphasized the 

 
manage conflicts. JA5050-51. She also ignored that investors had company-specific 
reasons to be interested in Goldman’s conflict management. See supra 3-4.  
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importance of Goldman’s purportedly rigorous conflict-management systems. See, 

e.g., supra 3-4; JA3666 (2009 Bank of America Merrill Lynch report: “Goldman 

has always managed its conflicts effectively. … Goldman has often been viewed as 

having more than the average amount of potential conflict because of its principal 

activities (private equity and prop trading), though the scale and growth of its client 

trading and investment‐banking franchise make it clear that these conflicts have 

overall been well managed.”); JA3232 (2008 Merrill Lynch report: “[W]e believe 

that Goldman has actually tended its customer‐oriented businesses carefully, which 

explains . . . the absence of major conflict problems.”) (emphasis added).5 But after 

the corrective disclosures, The Wall Street Journal reported that Goldman’s  

premium has dissolved because the market is worried, not about law-
suits or politics, but about Goldman’s core business. The Abacus affair 
has highlighted the conflicts intrinsic to the investment banking busi-
ness. But historically Goldman has managed those conflicts well. . . . 
Conversely, evidence of poorly managed conflicts is especially danger-
ous to Goldman. Some damage has already been done. 

JA7251-52 (emphasis added); see also JA4652-54 (Dr. Finnerty’s report collecting 

similar market commentary from others).6 

 
5 Dr. Finnerty testified that, contrary to Dr. Starks’ assertions, such comments 

“indicate that the investors and securities analysts in the marketplace had in fact read 
what Goldman had written in its 10-Ks and annual reports about its conflict of inter-
est policies and its adherence to its business principles,” to Goldman’s benefit. JA8189. 

6 See also JA3319-23 (Dr. Starks admitting that “the public outrage” that arose 
when the truth came out “would have been against the underlying actions” alleged 
in the SEC Abacus suit, and that this reaction “could have a negative” effect on 
Goldman’s stock price). 
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In resolving this battle of the experts, the district court permissibly found Dr. 

Finnerty’s testimony more credible and persuasive. See, e.g., Cifra v. Gen. Elec. Co., 

252 F.3d 205, 213 (2d Cir. 2001) (only district court can resolve credibility disputes). 

Mismatch. The Supreme Court noted that there is a higher risk of a “mis-

match” between “the contents of the misrepresentation and the corrective disclosure” 

when “the earlier misrepresentation is generic.” 141 S. Ct. at 1961. Seizing on this 

observation, Goldman apparently plans to reprise the mismatch argument this Court 

rejected in the last appeal. See 955 F.3d at 274. But nothing in the Supreme Court’s 

general discussion of mismatch was directed at this Court’s opinion, much less im-

plied that there was anything wrong with it. See 141 S. Ct. at 1961. 

In fact, the decision is obviously correct. As Dr. Finnerty testified, and this 

Court found in the last appeal, Goldman’s Conflicts and Business Principles mis-

statements together conveyed that Goldman had extensive systems in place to man-

age conflicts and would actually use them to protect its clients’ interests, while the 

disclosures showed that this was untrue because Goldman was engaged in knowing, 

flagrant violations of its clients’ trust to enrich itself and a favored client. See 955 

F.3d at 273-74. Dr. Finnerty’s review of commentary after the corrective disclosures 

confirmed this common-sense conclusion. See, e.g., JA8200-02 (testifying that “one 

can see very clearly that the statistically significant stock price declines are in fact 
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related to the alleged misrepresentations concerning the conflicts of interest man-

agement, the business principles, and Goldman’s reputation”). He cited commen-

tary, like The Wall Street Journal article quoted above, demonstrating that the mar-

ket directly attributed the drop in Goldman’s stock price to its conflict-management 

failures, the subject of its challenged misstatements. See JA3636, JA3639-42 (Dr. 

Finnerty’s demonstrative slides collecting examples of market commentary after the 

corrective disclosures).7 There is no mismatch here.  

Materiality Decisions. That leaves Goldman’s well-worn chart of materiality 

decisions. This Court has already expressed sensible skepticism of Goldman’s ma-

teriality claims. See 955 F.3d at 275 n.25 (“Goldman’s specific assertions that it was 

conflict free might be seen as connected to a decision to buy, or hold on to, Goldman 

stock”); id. at 271-72 (same); see also Ind. Pub. Ret. Sys. v. SAIC, Inc., 818 F.3d 85, 

98 (2d Cir. 2016) (“[S]tatements about a company’s reputation for integrity or ethi- 

 
7 See also, e.g., JA7248-50 (Associated Press article linking corrective disclo-

sure to violation of Goldman’s stated business principles); JA3084-85 (Defendant 
Viniar testifying that after “the SEC suit on the Abacus case” the “world deemed us 
to have not managed [the] conflict well and the SEC deemed us not to,” which is 
“not good for your reputation”); JA3076-81 (Goldman’s internal, contemporaneous 
admission that what “drove [its stock] price during the day” on April 16, 2010 was 
news of Goldman’s “conflicts of interest in connection with CDO marketing”); 
JA3069 (Goldman’s SEC Consent Decree, acknowledging that its corporate reforms 
stemming from the Abacus suit included a “firmwide review of its business stand-
ards” and an “evaluation of [its] conflict management”) (emphasis added). Further 
relevant expert testimony is at JA3665, JA3668-71; JA5205-06, JA5221-32, 
JA5255-59; JA4628-29, JA4647-57, JA4661-73; JA4478-79. 
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cal conduct” may “give rise to a securities violation” when viewed “in context,” 

including “for example, a company’s specific statements that emphasize its reputa-

tion for integrity or ethical conduct as central to its financial condition or that are 

clearly designed to distinguish the company from other specified companies in the 

same industry.”); JA173-74; JA187-89 (trial court materiality decisions).  

Moreover, the Supreme Court warned that courts must “resist[] the tempta-

tion” to use price-impact analysis as a way of deciding “the closely related issues 

that must be left for the merits, including materiality.” 141 S. Ct. at 1961 n.2. Given 

the dearth of other evidence supporting Goldman’s price-impact claims, reversing 

on the basis of materiality precedent would defy the Supreme Court’s admonition. 

Goldman’s reliance on materiality decisions furthermore ignores that materi-

ality and price impact are different. As the United States explained to the Supreme 

Court in this case: 

The question of materiality is an objective one that turns on how a hy-
pothetical reasonable investor would have behaved under particular cir-
cumstances. The question of price impact, by contrast, is purely factual 
and turns on evidence about how a particular securities market actually 
reacted (or failed to react) to particular disclosures. 

U.S. S. Ct. Br. 18. Here, even if Goldman’s materiality cases suggested that its mis-

statements might not have a price impact, Goldman has failed to present any signif-

icant evidence substantiating that prediction.  

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the district court should be affirmed. 
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Contiict Management s.kHl r:1aximize~ franchise value 
As always. discussion of f"'rivate E~uity gi,es rise :o cc;icerns over r:onflicts. and 
there: circ always plenty of co,11pl3inls thill Goldman walks a very line line 

bet•t1eer1 ,ts clien;s' ,n!erests :md ,ts ovvr. 3ut the consistency w,th v,h,cr the frr:1 

h<lS avo'dcd cro:,sing lhc hr>c and damui;ing its rcputution is such thot it musl be 
doing something right The conflict ·nsnagemen1 process is clearly taken 
~)(1i·P.n1Hly ~P.finusly RI th~ firrn, srnc.~ it is v;i=:wPrl .::is nol }l1~l r1 hy-r>rndtirJ hl1l a 

key pillar of 1he 1irm·s iranchise business. lhOuoh 1110 process is h'ghly strLctured 
and rigorous. 20% of the conflicts end up at :h:; top of ,ho •irrn. 

Goldrn:;;ar1 r111,.1t1c1gc~ coritlicts, r~ther than ~irnply avoidir-.g tt1et:\. in o~der to 

maximize the value of its frarchiss, and as an insf:tuticm, it sees far more p.-indpal 
irwestinq opportunities as a resul, of th;;it franchise than it would without it. The 
ICBC investment in China :s a groot ex~mplo. 

Market's risk appetite remains healthy 
We hcl'Je r;,cently been conc.,n·ed al,uut a ~lob;al ·;,ttitud., adjJslniter<t'' thdt ,11ay 
be de•1eloping wilh respect to risk tole,ance ard risk p,icing. 01Jr meeting was 

held just prior to the recent mar~et turmoi I, but at that time. al least, GS was not 

seeing any r,eaningful shift, will"- the fnarcing marketr robus1 and liquid: and 
indeed, recer lly. Texas Pac,fic and TX1.J were able, for exam~le, lo l•ne wp 

considerable financing for their deal, inducing subst:lntial "'equity bridge;;" 1nom 
Wall SL Still, Winkelried is clearly aware that one of the most significant potertial 
negative changes would be if this liquidity dried uµ. Ard of course, to the extent 
that Wall Stree1 frms are increasingly pro•idin;i bridges, the risk of being cal'ght 
wi!h "hung dBnls··_ if liquidity conlrncls, is ns,n~. 

Wncrc docs the firm sec issues Uiut could result in a cyclicol brc• k'/ Winl<ol•icd 
exi:;ressed some concem \ha: the ho,Jsinq finance woes could bleed i,-,to other areas 
ufttie rnarkets. SUlJ1 .JS Alt-A (ind,sed tlnm, is ;;vi:J"rirn that this ;s haµr,"ni,19). r,rh18 
mortgages. otner consumer finance, and/or comm ere at real estate. He noted, 

although th:,. t-ousing-fina,1ce issues seetn quite contained new, and investor liquidity 
i,; rn,i,;,;ivP., tl1;al evemt,; ;inn pnrr.cptinn,; can :um 'l did<ly. If a hig'ily visihle huyrnll 

were tc Fall aµa,t du" to an inal:Jility to ar,·ang" firmnLing, Winkelried observed this 
might tri;iger a r,z-evalualion of credit spreo1ds an:J deal act v'ty in lhe M&A and equity 

markets. Finillly, 1:-ie mmkets have put geopol tical risk concerns 011 the back bur~er 
for the pasl few years, but they are clearly st;I1 there. 
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jji/j Senior rngt cautious, but seeing investment, mkt share 
opportunities from cri:sis 
Still cautious, but GS seeing solid activity in customer franchise businesses, 
strong rnarkel share gains. Relatively ,mscathed by credit debacle. GS is more 

outwardly focused than peers, able to commit balance ,;heel fle~ibly es needed. 
Clearly GS rs one of less than a handful of rel0tive winners from the crunch. 

Cyclical-bottom ROE prospects better now than in'02 
GS believes il can oul-earn ROE produced al boltom or last cycle (11 % in ·02) 
due to greater global diversity of i1s revenues, rising returns available as many 
peers pull back, and growing market share as above. GS feeling less pressure lo 
de-leverag~ lham pe,ers, but does hold more capital than it believes is ideal at this 
point (10.8% Tier-1 vs. "ncrmal" seen as 9.5-10%). If p,oposed coosolidation of 
securitized balcJnces i:ioes forward, thou9h, the current c□pit□I could be needed. 

Liquidity is job one: Likelihood rising that GS buys a bank 
Key lesson of current crisis is one GS has always know fl: impor1ance of liqui dily 
and availabilily of ·sticky" funding. We believe GS would not look entirely ask.mce 
at prospect of buying a depository. a significant change. We slill would not ascribn 
very high probability, but if" bank with excess deposits were available at right 
price, with no need for GS to exit existing businesses, we'd no longer rule it out. 

Big distressed-mortgage opportunity seen, but maybe not 
just yet 
GS' largest single revenue opportunity over the next couple of years: mortgages. 
To prepare, GS bought Litton (sub-prime servicer) earlier this vear, and 
strcngthc11cd its team with 11 key hire fr-om the: late Bear Steams. Timing unclear 
because many assets slill hard lo price given railing house prices, rising 
c/elinQuenc;ies. but opportunity expected to be large. 

!mil -~s!ir.nates (l'l(!,c)_ .. -- - .. --·-·· --·-· 
(US$) 2006A 2007A 2008E 2009E 2010E 
EPS ,~.72 24.73 ·?.71 20.92 25.ff 
GAAP EPS 19.7?. 2~.73 .,.:'.71 20.92 25.€€ 
EPS Chan~c (YoY) 75.9% 2i4~o -28.4% 18.1°/4 22.7% 
Cc,nsensus EPS (Bloo,nberg) ,6.93 19.83 21.55 
Di ·,it1 t-:nd R,ilt•: uo 1.4) 1.40 1.40 14G 

V.alual.ion (Nov) 

2006A 2007A 2008&: 20091: 20101:: 
PIE 9.1x 7.2, 10.1x i3.5x 7.0x 
GA'IP PIE 9.1x 7.2x ,o.,x 6.5x 7.0x 
Dividen<l Yield 07% O.B¾ 0.8% 0,8'1, 0,8"/, 

Company Update BUY 
Equ•ly r LJnitad ·states I SeC1Jrlies Brol<er/De~lor 
28 July 200& . 

~ Merrill Lynch 
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Cyclical backdrop remains pressured, but macro products 
doing wel! and GS is a "go-to" 
We met last week With Co-Pres. Jon Winkelried, CFO Dal/id Vinlar, and David 
Heller and Harvey Schwartz, responsible for Equities arid FICC, respectively, in 
the US. 

Clearly GS remains cautious about the broader economic and public policy 
bc1ckdrop, gi11en th" magnitude. of the mortgc1g" ,ind r.onsumer-r.redit rneltdown 
and 1he consequent destabilization of major financial institutions. The big swings 
in market sentiment can unleash waves of activity but when confidence erodes, 
clients move to the sidelines. staying liquid and relatively inactive. The rnost 
liquid-markets oriented businesses (rates, FX, high-grade corporates) have been 
busy, but activity has been more sporadic as one moves up the risk curve. GS is 
benefiting from having maintained its reputation and its balance-sheet capacity at 
a 1im" wh,m olh!!rs h.tve had Ill retr.,nd,. 

Less balance sheet constrained than the peer group, which 
supports both Franchise and Principal businesses 
To date 1he firm's read of the likely changes in the regulatory environment is that 
1he fallout will be manageable, and while cyclically earnings power Is under 
pressure, in many ways GS is, we believe. a beneficiary rather than a victim of 
the current backdrop. The firm is nnt finding that it is lacing any particularly 
binding constraints on profilability as a result of the de-leveraging trend. In any 
event, GS is not pressured to de-leverage as have firms that h.::ive had losi::es and 
run into capital is:,ues. To the extent that its leverage has come down, lhis is 
more than anything else a response to the uncertainty in markets broadly and 1tie 
fact that risk reduction has been the appropriate response. The cost of capital 
overall has not changed much for GS but it has made risk-based adjustments to 
capital charges for certain businesses or exposure classes and this has of course 
in some cases forced down exposure. 

As always, GS remains "constructively paranoid• about risk management. The 
firm believes that at a time like this it is best to be in a position of i:1reat flexibility 
regarding 1he use of capital, implying a desire to be very tactical as conditions 
change. The expectation is thal major opportun;ties lo make principal investments 
will arise at a time of stress for many insti1utions and investors, but at the same 
lime, clients of the "franchise l>usincsses" {i.e., traditional trading i:ind lnvostrncnt 
Banking) will be ln m,ed of support from the firm's balance sheet and this is "s 
always a critical concern. Despite the fairly const.ant undertone of criticism over 
the firm's embrace of principal activities, we believe that Goldman has actually 
1ended its customer-oriented businesses carefully, which explains why at the end 
of the day, the world tends to Lorne lo Goldman, and the absence of major 
conflict problems. 

More market share? It seems to be happening 
GS continues lo view its share-gain opportunity as very strong, something we h,ive 
flagged since last autumn; GS is one of less than a handful of capital-markets firms 
that have (at least to date) weathered the downturn with capital intact and, if 
anything, enhanced reputation. We believe GS has seen market share gains in 
numerous key business lines. as many competitors have pulle<l back because of a 
need to shrink balance sheets, distractions that have made the firms more Jnward
looking, stress-induced trepid.ition, or all of the above. Meanwhile, Goldman has 
been open for business. with less bala nee sheet constraints, and a less shelf
shocked attitude. Goldman believes, based on client comments and the order flow It 
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In re Goldman Sachs Group, 
Inc. Securities Litigation
John D. Finnerty, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance, Fordham University
Academic Affiliate, AlixPartners, LLP
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• Defendants’ misstatements and omissions on the first day of the Class Period 
inflated Goldman’s stock price – i.e., kept the stock trading at a higher price 
than it would have been had the truth been known – and subsequent 
statements and omissions further inflated and maintained inflation. 5/25/15 
Finnerty Reb. Decl., ¶205; 8/7/15 Finnerty Reb. Decl., ¶3(b), 10-14.

• The statistically significant stock price declines on the three corrective 
disclosure dates “establish price impact.”  5/22/15 Finnerty Reb. Decl., ¶¶202-205. 

• The statistically significant stock price declines are related to the alleged 
misrepresentations. 8/7/15 Finnerty Reb. Decl., ¶¶3(c), 38-42, 131-133; 5/22/15 Finnerty Rep 
¶11.a-c, 65-94, 108-147.

Event Study and Economic Analysis Demonstrate Price 
Impact on the Three Corrective Disclosure Dates
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• Associated Press, “Fraud Charge Deals Big Blow To Goldman’s Image,” April 18, 2010 (ECF No. 155-5)

Market Commentary in Response to the April 16, 2010 Corrective
Disclosure Supports Price Impact Analysis

“In its corporate profile, the company says its culture distinguishes it from other firms and ‘helps to make us a 
magnet for talent.’ That culture is summed up in the firm’s ‘14 Business Principles,’ which preach an almost militant 
philosophy of putting the client before the firm. Now, it’s that very philosophy that has been questioned by the 
government.”

“Our Clients’ interests always come first” the company says on its website under the heading, “Goldman Sachs 
Business Principle No. 1.”

“It’s hard to imagine the damage that these developments have done already to Goldman Sachs’s reputation.  The 
company has always maintained a public position that the business of investment banking depends on trust, integrity 
and putting clients’ interests first.”

“…the premium has dissolved because the market is worried, not about lawsuits or politics, but about Goldman’s core 
business. The Abacus affair has highlighted the conflicts intrinsic to the investment banking business.  But historically 
Goldman has managed those conflicts well.”

Conversely, evidence of poorly managed conflicts is especially dangerous to Goldman.  Some damage has already 
been done.

• Wall Street Journal Blog, “How Goldman Gets Its Premium Back,” May 21, 2010 (ECF No. 201, Ex 25)

• Wall Street Journal, “Common Sense: Where’s the Goldman Sachs I Used to Know?,” April 21, 2010 (ECF No. 155-7)
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• John Coffee, a securities law professor at Columbia Law School, April 19, 2010

• Citigroup Global Market, April 16, 2010

• Bank of America Merrill Lynch, April 16, 2010

• Moody’s, April 19, 2010

Market Commentary in Response to the April 16, 2010 Corrective
Disclosure Supports Price Impact Analysis

“These charges are far more severe than anyone had imagined” and Goldman had teamed with “the 
leading short-seller in the industry to design a portfolio of securities that would crash.”

“This is the first time the SEC has brought a complaint alleging fraud on the part of a broker dealer in 
marketing investments on subprime mortgages... the issue is whether this was an isolated incident or not.  
Reputation risk is biggest issue in our view, and we do not view this as a ‘life threatening issue’, but clearly 
seems like a ‘black eye’ for Goldman.”

“This is clearly a serious charge,… it’s not clear whether there are more such cases; nor whether the SEC 
might refer the case to the DOJ for criminal charges; nor how serious the reputational effects might be for 
GS and for the industry more broadly.”

“This development is a credit negative for Goldman Sachs given the potential franchise implications and
direct financial costs.”
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• Fitch Ratings, May 5, 2010

• Bank of America Merrill Lynch, April 30, 2010

• Standard & Poor’s Equity Research Group, April 30, 2010

• Citigroup Global Market, May 2, 2010 

• The Washington Post, April 30, 2010
“The Justice Department’s criminal investigation into Goldman Sachs goes beyond the financial transactions 
targeted by the Securities and Exchange Commission in the civil fraud suit brought against the firm last 
month… While prosecutors and investigators are focusing on some of the same mortgage-related 
transactions as the SEC,… the Justice Department cast a wider net.”

“The Rating Outlook revision to Negative incorporates recent legal developments and ongoing regulatory 
challenges that could adversely impact Goldman’s reputation and revenue generating capacity…. And for 
financial services companies, particularly those dependent on the capital markets, reputation is critically 
important.”

“We are lowering our rating on GS to Neutral from Buy and our price objective to $160 from $220.  Our 
downgrade is prompted by news reports filed Thursday evening by the media including the Wall St. Journal 
indicating that federal prosecutors have opened an investigation of GS in connection with its trading 
activities, raising the possibility of criminal charges.”

Cut its investment recommendation on Goldman’s stock to Sell from Hold and lowered its price target by 
$40 to $140, stating that “we think the risk of a formal securities fraud charge, on top of the SEC fraud 
charge and pending legislation to reshape the financial industry, further muddies Goldman’s outlook.”

“Goldman’s reputation is one of the firm’s greatest assets. To the extent clients lose faith and either reduce 
or eliminate their transactions with Goldman, it could have significant detrimental effect across all of the 
firm’s business.”

Market Commentary in Response to the April 29, 2010 Corrective
Disclosure Supports Price Impact Analysis
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• Wells Fargo, June 10, 2010 

Near-term challenges for Goldman’s stock were likely to persist, although it believed that a settlement with 
the SEC in the future would be positive for Goldman’s stock. It noted that media reports of a second SEC 
investigation into Goldman’s CDO marketing practices, specifically the Hudson 2006-1 CDO, pushed 
Goldman shares down as much as 4% on June 10, 2010.

Market Commentary in Response to the June 9, 2010 Corrective
Disclosure Supports Price Impact Analysis
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In re Goldman Sachs Grp., Inc. Secs. 
Litig., No. 1:10-cv-03461-PAC

Lead Plaintiffs’ Summary of Argument in 
Further Support of Class Certification

July 26, 2018
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Analysts Rebut Gompers, Cont’d

– Pls’ Ex. 19 (1/29/2007 CIBC): “According to Viniar, Goldman is very 
careful about the conflicts or perceived conflicts that emerge, and 
actually has a full time partner monitoring these conflicts.”

– Pls’ Ex. 21 (7/28/2008 Merrill Lynch): “[W]e believe that Goldman has 
actually tended its customer-oriented businesses carefully, which 
explains why at the end of the day, the world tends to come to Goldman, 
and the absence of major conflict problems.”

• 11/24/09 Bank of America Merrill Lynch: “Goldman has always 
managed its conflicts effectively. … Goldman has often been viewed 
as having more than the average amount of potential conflict because
of its principal activities (private equity and prop trading), though the 
scale and growth of its client trading and investment-banking franchise 
make it clear that these conflicts have overall been well managed.”

– *Issued just 5 days after Defs' Ex. 37 (“GS a Short? And Five Reasons We Hate Goldman Sachs”) 
and within a few weeks of The Greatest Trade Ever (Defs' Ex. 36, 11/3/09) and other 36 Dates 
articles (Defs' Exs. 34 & 35, 11/2/09)

23
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A. I can’t answer that with a yes or no.  It was not part of my assignment.  And to 
the extent it wasn’t part of my assignment, I can’t answer that without assessing 
this.293 

Q. Is it your opinion that no part of the April 16th drop was caused by the 
revelation of what Goldman or Fabrice Tourre was alleged to have done in 
connection with the Abacus deal? 

A. This was not part of my assignment so I can’t comment on that…294 

180. Dr. Choi’s unsupported opinion cannot serve as a reliable basis for Dr. Gompers’s 

conclusion that it was the SEC enforcement action by itself that caused the entire price 

impact on April 16, 2010. 

181. Second, Dr. Gompers suggests that market commentary shows that the impact on 

Goldman’s stock price on these three days was due entirely to the SEC’s announcement of 

its enforcement action and not in any part due to the revelation of Goldman’s underlying 

conduct in connection with the Abacus CDO transaction.295  However, Dr. Gompers failed 

to consider contemporaneous market commentary in media sources as widely read and 

prominent as the Wall Street Journal and the Associated Press, which showed that the 

revelation that Goldman had engaged in conflicts of interest and violated its business 

practices in connection with Abacus, as detailed in the SEC lawsuit, was important and 

thus value relevant  to investors’ valuation of Goldman’s stock – i.e., it had an impact on 

Goldman’s stock price: 

o Associated Press, “Fraud Charge Deals Big Blow To Goldman’s Image,“ April 18, 
2010. 

While Goldman Sachs contends with the government’s civil fraud charges, an 
equally serious problem looms: a damaged reputation that may cost it clients.  

…  

                                                 
293 Choi Tr. at 42:8-16. 
294 Choi Tr. at 48:5-17. 
295 Gompers Declaration, ¶¶ 61, 66, 81, and 91. 
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60 
 

In its corporate profile, the company says its culture distinguishes it from other 
firms and “helps to make us a magnet for talent.”  That culture is summed up 
in the firm’s “14 Business Principles,” which preach an almost militant 
philosophy of putting the client before the firm.   

Now, it’s that very philosophy that has been questioned by the government.  
(Emphasis added.) 

o Wall Street Journal, “Common Sense: Where’s the Goldman Sachs I Used to Know?,” 
April 21, 2010. 

“Surreal” was the word Goldman Sachs Group’s Fabrice Tourre used to describe 
a meeting in which the firm of hedge-fund billionaire John Paulson discussed 
with an investor a portfolio of mortgage-backed securities it eventually planned 
to short.  That Goldman Sachs, a name once synonymous with professionalism 
and integrity, now stands accused by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
of fraud also might be deemed surreal. 

It’s hard to imagine the damage that these developments have done already to 
Goldman Sachs’s reputation.  The company has always maintained a public 
position that the business of investment banking depends on trust, integrity and 
putting clients’ interests first.  (Emphasis added.) 

Whether those clients remain loyal to Goldman, and whether the firm can attract 
new ones, remain to be seen.  Investors’ reaction to the news was swift and 
negative: Goldman shares closed down 13% Friday after the SEC filed its suit. 

o Wall Street Journal, “Goldman Sachs Charged With Fraud – SEC Alleges Firm Misled 
Investors on Securities Linked to Subprime Mortgages; Major Escalation in Showdown 
With Wall Street,” April 17, 2010. 

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. – one of the few Wall Street titans to thrive during 
the financial crisis – was charged with deceiving clients by selling them 
mortgage securities secretly designed by a hedge-fund firm run by John Paulson, 
who made a killing betting on the housing market’s collapse. 

“The product was new and complex, but the deception and conflicts are old 
and simple,” said Robert Khuzami, the SEC’s enforcement chief.  (Emphasis 
added.) 

Dr. Gompers disregards this evidence of price impact.296 

                                                 
296 That the conduct described by the SEC allegations in fact impacted securities analyst’s models and ratings and 

thus necessarily had an impact (whether positive or negative) on Goldman’s stock price is further evident from 
the Wells Fargo securities analyst report, dated April 19, 2010, in which Goldman’s outperform rating was 
maintained in part based on an assessment of the seriousness and validity of the underlying allegations – not 
just the charge itself:  “We are maintaining our Outperform recommendation on GS. . . . GS has begun to tell 
its side of the story, possibility reducing the concerns surrounding the SEC’s allegations.  Following the 
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the abnormal return on April 16, 2010 is -9.27%, which is statistically significant at the 

1% level.  Such a significance level means that there is less than a 1 in 100 chance that the 

abnormal return happened by mere chance.

3) Loss Causation Analysis 

78. As discussed above, on Friday, April 16, 2010, the SEC filed a complaint against 

Goldman and Tourre alleging fraud in structuring and marketing the Abacus 2007-AC1 

CDO.59

79. In response to the SEC’s lawsuit against Goldman, Robert Khuzami, the director of the 

SEC’s Division of Enforcement, said in a statement that:60

The product was new and complex but the deception and conflicts are old and 
simple. Goldman wrongly permitted a client that was betting against the mortgage 
market to heavily influence which mortgage securities to include in an investment 
portfolio, while telling other investors that the securities were selected by an 
independent, objective third party. 

80. The New York Times published an article shortly after the SEC Complaint was filed and 

commented on the allegations, highlighting Goldman’s previous defenses against the 

allegations relating to the mortgage-related securities: 61

In recent months, Goldman has repeatedly defended its actions in the mortgage 
market, including its own bets against it.  In a letter published last week in 
Goldman’s annual report, the bank rebutted criticism that it had created, and sold its 
clients, mortgage-linked securities that it had little confidence in.

The letter continued: “Although Goldman Sachs held various positions in residential 
mortgage-related products in 2007, our short positions were not a ‘bet against our 
clients.’”  Instead, the trades were used to hedge other trading positions, the bank 
said.

In a statement provided in December to the Times as it prepared the article on the 

59 SEC Litigation Release No. 21489, “The SEC Charges Goldman Sachs With Fraud In Connection With The 
Structuring And Marketing of A Synthetic CDO,” April 16, 2010.
60 Bloomberg News, “SEC accuses Goldman Sachs of Fraud in CDO tied to Subprime,” April 16, 2010.
61 New York Times, “U.S. Accuses Goldman Sachs of Fraud in Mortgage Deal,” April 16, 2010.
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Abacus deals, Goldman said that it has sold the instruments to sophisticated 
investors and that these securities “were popular with many investors prior to the 
financial crisis because they gave investors the ability to work with banks to design 
tailored securities which met their particular criteria, whether it be ratings, leverage 
or other aspects of the transaction.” 

81. John Coffee, a securities law professor at Columbia Law School, commented that  “[t]hese 

charges are far more severe than anyone had imagined,” and suggested Goldman had 

teamed with “the leading short-seller in the industry to design a portfolio of securities that 

would crash.”62  He further noted that “[t]he greatest penalty for Goldman is not the 

financial damages – Goldman is enormously wealthy – but the reputational damage. It’s 

not impossible to contemplate that the case could lead to criminal charges.”

82. Several securities analyst reports were issued the same day primarily commenting on the 

SEC allegations. Citigroup Global Market stated in a securities analyst report that:63

This is the first time the SEC has brought a complaint alleging fraud on the part of a 
broker dealer in marketing investments on subprime mortgages.   

The two key issues for Goldman in our view is reputational risk, and possible follow 
on lawsuits related to this action. The SEC’s complaint refers to only one CDO 
structure, and the issue is whether this was an isolated incident or not.  Reputation 
risk is biggest issue in our view, and we do not view this as a “life threatening 
issue”, but clearly seems like a “black eye” for Goldman. 

Reflecting these concerns, Citigroup raised its risk rating of Goldman to High. 

83. UBS noted in a securities analyst report that: 64

GS stated it will vigorously defend against these charges.  Still, secondary and 
tertiary impacts are tough to quantify, but we will see the potential for other 
litigation (shareholder suits, NY AG…), possible loss of business at least in the short 
term (central banks, public pension funds…), an increase in momentum for more 

62 Reuters News, “Goldman Sachs Charged With Fraud By SEC,” April 19, 2010.
63 Citigroup Global Markets Research, “Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.: Initial Thoughts On SEC Civil Lawsuit,” 
April 16, 2010.
64 UBS Investment Research, “Goldman Sachs Group Inc.: SEC Charges Goldman With Fraud,” April 16, 
2010, and UBS Investment Research, “Goldman Sachs Group Inc.: How Do You Define a Market?” April 16, 
2010.
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stringent regulatory reform, and increased public ire against the financial industry.   

While the complaint refers to a single transaction, we think there could be others. 

GS could face continued pressure in the near term as the “uninvestable” level is 
back.  

84. Bank of America Merrill Lynch also commented that:65

This is clearly a serious charge, but so far it is a one-off, it is civil rather than 
criminal, and the individual charged is at a relatively low level in the firm. 

On the other hand, it’s not clear whether there are more such cases; nor whether the 
SEC might refer the case to the DOJ for criminal charges; nor how serious the 
reputational effects might be for GS and for the industry more broadly.  

85. Following the SEC’s lawsuit against Goldman, Moody’s confirmed Goldman’s 

reputational damage caused by the SEC lawsuit in its Weekly Credit Outlook Report 

released on Monday, April 19, 2010, commenting that:66

On Friday morning in a civil complaint, the SEC accused Goldman Sachs (A1, 
negative) of fraud in the marketing and origination of a synthetic collateralized debt 
obligation (CDO).  Later on Friday, Goldman Sachs denied the SEC’s allegation.  
This development is a credit negative for Goldman Sachs given the potential 
franchise implications and direct financial costs. 

86. Goldman responded to the SEC Complaint and denied all charges, stating that the “SEC’s 

charges are completely unfounded in law and fact and we will vigorously contest them and 

defend the firm and its reputation.”67 Goldman also stated in an email statement that the 

SEC’s probe was centered on one CDO transaction dating from 2007 and that the SEC 

investigation would not have “broad ramifications” for the wider CDO market.68

87. I have reviewed the media databases on Bloomberg, Thomson Research, and other news 

65 Bank of America Merrill Lynch, “Goldman Sachs Group, SEC case seems limited, but reputational fallout 
worrisome,” April 16, 2010.
66 Moody’s Weekly Credit Outlook, April 19, 2010, p. 10.
67 Business Wire, “Goldman Sachs Responds to SEC Complaint,” April 16, 2010.
68 Bloomberg News, “Goldman Sachs says SEC probe Based on One CDO Transaction,” April 19, 2010. 
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impact of Goldman’s underlying misconduct alleged in the SEC Complaint in 
connection with the Abacus 2007-AC1 CDO, the DOJ criminal investigation, or 
the second SEC investigation.  He simply relies on Dr. Gompers’s unsupported 
conclusion that the negative market reactions on the corrective Disclosure Dates 
were unrelated to the alleged fraud because the information “mirroring” the 
information disclosed on the corrective Disclosure Dates had previously not had 
a statistically significant impact on Goldman’s stock price.  Thus, Dr. Choi’s 
opinion is baseless, unscientific, and unsupported; 

j) Dr. Choi also bases his erroneous conclusion concerning the stock market impact 
on April 16, 2010 on a sample of only four enforcement actions in his limited 
research study.  The four enforcement actions in his sample are not comparable 
to the SEC enforcement action against Goldman, and his sample size is too small 
to yield any meaningful conclusions.  Therefore, the purported results of his 
flawed study are irrelevant;  

k) Dr. Starks opines that corporate statements, such as statements regarding a
company’s business principles and the importance of its reputation and its client
relationships, do not provide information concerning the company’s future 
financial performance and its value and therefore are not the types of statements 
that investors find to be pertinent when making investment decisions.  However, 
she fails to consider the fact that once investors learn of a company’s violation of 
its business principles or its mismanagement of its conflicts of interest, which 
has involved engaging in allegedly fraudulent activity, those investors would be 
likely to utilize this information in making their investment decisions, and, in 
particular, in assessing the riskiness of investing in the company’s securities; and

l) Dr. Starks considers only direct quotations or attributions that explicitly referred 
to Goldman’s Conflicts of Interest statements or Business Principles statements
in her document search process.  She fails to look for references to the same 
subject matter of the alleged misstatements and omissions, or references that 
paraphrase Defendants’ misleading statements.  Thus, her analysis of securities 
analysts’ reports is flawed, and the conclusions she draws based on this analysis 
are unreliable and irrelevant.

 
4. A list of the materials I have considered in this matter not previously cited in the Finnerty 

Loss Causation Report nor listed in Appendix B of the Finnerty Loss Causation Report is 

provided in Appendix B to this report.  

III. Background 

5. The Complaint alleges that, throughout the Class Period, Defendants made a series of 

misleading statements and omissions regarding Goldman’s management of its conflicts of 

interest with its clients (“Conflicts of Interest”) and behaved in a manner inconsistent with 
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integral to our broader corporate strategy, which will continue to be driven by our 

obligation to meet the needs of our diverse client base.” (Emphasis added.) 

127. Dr. Starks fails to consider the fact that once investors learn of a company’s violation of 

its business principles or its failure to manage its conflicts of interest effectively, those 

investors would utilize this material information in making their subsequent investment 

decisions regarding the company’s securities. That is precisely what happened here when 

investors learned in April and June 2010 the details and severity of Goldman’s

misconduct, and Goldman’s stock was devalued accordingly.

128. Therefore, Dr. Starks’s review of other companies’ reports containing statements similar 

to Goldman’s Conflicts of Interest and Business Principles statements is irrelevant.  The 

issue in this matter, as reflected in the Complaint, concerns whether Goldman’s Conflicts 

of Interest and Business Principles statements were affected by material misstatements and

omissions.  Dr. Starks does not address this issue with respect to any of the other 

companies’ similar statements.

129. Moreover, Dr. Starks not only confines her examination to securities analysts’ reports 

(excluding any news articles or other market commentary in prominent media sources) but 

also unduly restricts her search methodology in reviewing securities analysts’ reports.  

Specifically, she only looks for direct quotations or attributions that explicitly refer to the 

Conflicts of Interest statements or to the Business Principles statements but does not look 

for references to the subject matter of the misstatements or references that paraphrase 

Defendants’ misleading statements.109

130. Dr. Starks fails to consider securities analysts’ discussions of Goldman’s management of 

Conflicts of Interest and Business Principles unless the discussions related to the alleged 

109 Starks Report, ¶ 61.
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misstatements explicitly refer to Goldman’s management of Conflicts of Interest and 

Business Principles in the context of the Company’s 10-K reports or conference calls.   

131. To begin, as set forth in ¶ 22 of this report, the corrective disclosures revealed to the 

market the details of Goldman’s misconduct and the severity of its Conflicts of Interest 

regardless of whether the actual text of the Conflicts of Interest policies or Business 

Principles was referenced.  Moreover, she ignores contemporaneous market commentary 

in media sources as widely read and prominent as The Wall Street Journal and the 

Associated Press, as well as securities analysts’ reports, which showed that the revelation 

that Goldman had failed to manage its Conflicts of Interest and violated its Business 

Principles in connection with Abacus, as detailed in the SEC lawsuit, and the resulting 

reputational harm (therefore affecting its client relationships and its business)  that 

followed that revelation, was important and thus relevant to investors’ valuation of 

Goldman’s stock – i.e., it had a statistically significant impact on Goldman’s stock price.  

Examples of such contemporaneous market commentary and securities analysts’ 

comments follow: 

 Associated Press, “Fraud Charge Deals Big Blow To Goldman’s Image,“ April 18, 
2010.

While Goldman Sachs contends with the government’s civil fraud charges, an 
equally serious problem looms: a damaged reputation that may cost it clients. 
…

In its corporate profile, the company says its culture distinguishes it from 
other firms and “helps to make us a magnet for talent.”  That culture is 
summed up in the firm’s “14 Business Principles,” which preach an almost 
militant philosophy of putting the client before the firm.  

Now, it’s that very philosophy that has been questioned by the government.
(Emphasis added.) 

 The Wall Street Journal, “Common Sense: Where’s the Goldman Sachs I Used to 
Know?,” April 21, 2010. 
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“Surreal” was the word Goldman Sachs Group’s Fabrice Tourre used to 
describe a meeting in which the firm of hedge-fund billionaire John Paulson 
discussed with an investor a portfolio of mortgage-backed securities it 
eventually planned to short.  That Goldman Sachs, a name once synonymous 
with professionalism and integrity, now stands accused by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission of fraud also might be deemed surreal. 

It’s hard to imagine the damage that these developments have done already 
to Goldman Sachs’s reputation.  The company has always maintained a 
public position that the business of investment banking depends on trust, 
integrity and putting clients’ interests first.  (Emphasis added.) 

Whether those clients remain loyal to Goldman, and whether the firm can 
attract new ones, remain to be seen.  Investors’ reaction to the news was swift 
and negative: Goldman shares closed down 13% Friday after the SEC filed its 
suit.

 The Wall Street Journal, “Goldman Sachs Charged With Fraud – SEC Alleges 
Firm Misled Investors on Securities Linked to Subprime Mortgages; Major 
Escalation in Showdown With Wall Street,” April 17, 2010. 

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. – one of the few Wall Street titans to thrive during 
the financial crisis – was charged with deceiving clients by selling them 
mortgage securities secretly designed by a hedge-fund firm run by John 
Paulson, who made a killing betting on the housing market’s collapse. 

“The product was new and complex, but the deception and conflicts are old 
and simple,” said Robert Khuzami, the SEC’s enforcement chief.  (Emphasis 
added.) 

 Citigroup Global Markets, “Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS) Initial Thoughts On 
SEC Civil Lawsuit,” April 16, 2010. 

The [SEC] complaint alleges that Goldman failed to disclose to investors that a 
major hedge fund (Paulson & Co. Inc.) played a role in the portfolio selection 
process and had taken a short position against the bonds referenced in the 
CDO. . . .  Also, the SEC alleges that Goldman misled ACA into believing that 
Paulson was investing in the CDO equity and therefore shared a long interest 
with the CDO investors. 

The two key issues for Goldman in our view is reputational risk, and possible 
follow on lawsuits related to this action. The SEC’s complaint refers to only 
one CDO structure, and the issue is whether this was an isolated incident or 
not.  Reputation risk is biggest issue in our view, and we do not view this as a 
‘life threatening issue,’ but clearly seems like a ‘black eye’ for Goldman.
(Emphasis added.) 
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 Bank of America Merrill Lynch, “Goldman Sachs Group – Sec case seems limited, 
but reputational fallout worrisome,” April 16, 2010. 

SEC brings a civil fraud case relating to alleged misrepresentation in a CDO.  
SEC case alleges a GS Vice Pres. structured a CDO and misrepresented to 
buyers that the reference collateral had been independently selected, when in 
fact, it is alleged, it was selected by a hedge fund seeking a way to short 
subprime. 

This is a serious charge, but so far it is a one-off, it is civil rather than 
criminal, and the individual charged is at a relatively low level in the firm. . . 
But there is considerable uncertainty.  On the other hand, it's not clear 
whether there are more such cases; nor whether the SEC might refer the
case to the DOJ for criminal charges; nor how serious the reputational 
effects might be for GS . . . .

[T]he reputational damage could be considerably greater, unless it becomes 
clear that there are no other such cases against the firm and that no more 
individuals are charged. (Emphasis added.) 

 Macquarie (USA) Equities Research, “Goldman Sachs Group – Our Thoughts on 
the SEC’s Fraud Claim,” April 16, 2010. 

On Friday, the SEC accused Goldman of fraud associated with a synthetic 
CDO. . . .  After reviewing the allegations and Goldman’s response, we are not 
yet willing to assign probabilities on the chance of a conviction. Proof of 
intent to deceive is key, and we are not convinced that the emails establish this.  
Also key is what the original long investors knew or didn’t know about the 
selection process. . . . 

Typically, reputational damage, particularly in the institutional context, is a 
paper tiger.  However, in this case, the response by the media and 
Washington has been so severe, that we believe management will want their 
day in court to prove the firm’s innocence. As a result, we may not see the 
typical settlement but a trial. . . As for reputation, Goldman clients are “eyes-
wide-open.” (Emphasis added.) 

 Wells Fargo Securities Equity Research, “The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. – GS: 
Reputational Risks Increased, But Valuation Still Attractive,” April 19, 2010. 

GS has begun to tell its side of the story, possibility reducing the concerns 
surrounding the SEC's allegations.  Following the SEC's filing of its lawsuit, 
GS has issued public documents detailing its belief that its actions with respect 
to the ABACUS 2007-AC1 synthetic CDO were ‘entirely appropriate’, and 
that it intends to defend itself vigorously.  We believe GS' strong stance could 
be successful in reducing the fear surrounding the SEC's allegations - and also 
starts to rebuild the reputational damage from the recent headlines. . . .
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GS released a document April 18 stating its position on the SEC’s lawsuit, 
clarifying comments made in the aftermath of the SEC’s announcement of the 
lawsuit.  In sum, we believe GS’ contentions suggest it is willing to take its 
chance in court, if necessary, to clear its name and attempt to revive its 
reputation. . . .  

The SEC’s action could lead potential clients seek counterparties and agents 
other than GS as a means of protesting GS’ alleged behavior. . . .  We believe 
that if GS is not implicated in other, similar legal actions the “reputational 
damage” is manageable. Additional legal actions against the company could 
further harm its reputation and ability to gain business, in our view.
(Emphasis added.) 

 Credit Suisse, “Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. – Strong Fundamentals—No New 
News on SEC Charge,” April 20, 2010. 

On Friday, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filed securities 
fraud charges against Goldman and one of its employees for making material 
misstatements and omissions in connection with a $1 billion synthetic 
collateralized debt obligation (ABACUS) that Goldman underwrote. . . .  More 
worrisome to us is the potential longer-term impact on the firm’s client 
franchise, human capital and reputation.  

We acknowledge near-term headline risk remains high and regulatory 
overhang could keep a cloud over Goldman Sachs and brokerage sector 
valuations.  There’s no doubt regulatory/litigation risk now represents a 
greater risk to our constructive thesis on GS shares.  (Emphasis added.) 

132. I therefore find Dr. Starks’s methodology to be deeply flawed and wholly unreliable, 

because of its unreasonably narrow scope.

133. In sum, Dr. Starks’s conclusions are limited to her review of various securities analysts’ 

reports.  She disregards the information regarding the reactions of market participants to 

the corrective disclosures related to the alleged fraud appearing in other media sources, 

such as The Wall Street Journal.  As noted above, these reactions demonstrate that market 

commentators did understand that the information disclosure in connection with the SEC 

enforcement action involving Goldman on April 16, 2010, the information disclosure in 

connection with the pending DOJ criminal investigation of Goldman on April 30, 2010, 

and the information disclosure in connection with the second SEC investigation 
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concerning Goldman's CDO transaction on June 10, 2010 did constitute corrective 

disclosures of Goldman's allegedly misleading statements and omissions concerning its 

Conflicts of Interest misconduct and its Business Principles. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge. 

Executed: August 7, 2015 

56 
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Page I 

PLAINTIFFS' 
EXHIBIT 

Lexis Nexis® 

SECTION: BUSIN.E S EWS 

LENGTH: 1214 words 

5 of9 DOCUMENTS 

Copyright 20 IO Associated Press 
All Rights Rese1vcd 
The Associated Press 

April 18, 2010 Sunday 09:28 PM GMT 

HEADLINE: Fraud charge deals big blow to Goldman's image 

BYLINE: By STEVEN ON JA OBS, AP Business Writer 

DATELINE: NEW YORK 

BODY: 

50 

While Goldman nch contends with the.government's civil fraud charges, an equally serious problem looms: o 
damaged reputation thnl may cost it client , 

The Securities nnd Ex h nge ommission's bombshell civil fraud charge agalns1 Goldman has ta1;1f~hed the Wall 
Streel bank's olready bmised image, analysts suy. It could also hurl Its ability 10 do business In an industry bas1:d largely 
on trust . 

Oamogti trom the case could hit other big banks as well. The SEC charges arc expected to help Ille Obama 
administration ns it eeks 10 n,orc tightly police lucmtive investment banking activities. 

Goldman hns denied th SE ' allegation thul ii sold risky mortgage investments without 1clllng buyers that the 
securicies were craned in purt by a billionnirc hedge fund mannger who was betting on them to fail. A 31-year-old 
Goldman employee is also accused in lhe civil suit that was announced Friday. 

The clmgc could result in tine and rtstitution of more chan S700 million , prcdic1ed Brad Hintz, an analyst ut 
Snniord Bern tein. Yet, even ffGold111nn beat the charge, 1he hit to its reputation could cony n greater cot. 

The company, founded in 1869, grew ft·om none-man outfit trading promissory nol~s in New York 10 lhe world's 
mo t powerful, mosl profitable nnd urguably most envied securilie and investment tinn. From its 43-story 
glass-ood-5tccl h adqu rter in lower Manhalian, Goldman ove1·sees a financial empire chat spans more than 30 
counuies nnd include mor 1h:1n 30,000 employees. 

It has long a1trac1~d some of the world's best and brightest. Some have gone on to lofty careers in public life. 
enhancing 1he fim1' · nura of my~tique and influence. Goldman alumni include former Treasury Secretaries Henry 
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Paulson and Roben Rubin and fomu.:r New Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine. 

In its corporate profile, 1.he compa11y says its cuhure distinguishes it from other finns and "helps to make us a 
magnet for talent.'' That culture is summed up in the firm's "14 Business Principles," which preach an almost militant 
philosophy of putting the client before the finn. 

Now, it's that very philosophy that has been questioned by the government 

So far, no Goldman clients have publicly condemned the bank's alleged actions. Bui I.he negative publicity and 
regulatory scrutiny could cause some to distance themselves, said Mark T. Williams, a professor of finance and 
economics at Boston University. 

Goldman earned a record $4.79 billion during the fourth quarter of last year and is expected to report blowout 
first-quarter results on Tuesday. A big chunk of its profits are from fee-based client businesses, such as investment 
advising, underwriting securities and brokering billion-dollar mergers. 

"Goldman can really only truly be effective in the marketplace if it maintains a strong reputation," Williams said. 

Morgan Stanley, the No. 2 U.S. investment bank after Goldman, could be in a position to poach some Goldman 
clients, which include hedge funds, pension funds and other big institutional investors. Overseas, European rivals such 
as Deutsche Bank AG and UBS could benefit 

Investors are already betting the legal troubles will hurt Goldman's finances. The company's shares plunged 13 
percent af!cr the charges were announced Friday, erasing a staggering .$12.5 billion in market value. 

"Reputation risk is the biggest issue in our view," Citigroup analyst Keith Horowitz wrote in a note to clients. lie 
predicted the fraud case won't be n "life-threntening issue" but thot it "clearly seems like o black eye for Gold.non." 

It's not the first. The company came under criticism for receiving billions in bailout money that the government 
funneled into crippled insurer American International Group Inc. at the height of the financial crisis in 2008. Goldman 
was owed the money, but critics argued it should've been treated like other creditors and be forced to accept less. 

Goldman CEO Lloyd Blunkfcin angered the bai1k's critics last year afier TI1c Times of London quoted him as 
saying he was "doing God's work" running the firm and handing out big employee bonuses. Blnnkfein himself got a $9 

million stock bonus for 2009. 

Mishaps like those have been surprising given how much uttention Goldman pays to its image. "Our clients' 
interests always come first," t.he company says on its website undel' the heading, "Goldman Sachs Business Principle 
No. I." 

It's a sales pitch that few Wall Street films always live up to. Some analysts blame that on a shift in the industry's 
business model from traditional investment banking to one that focuses on making big bets for itself or clie111s. 

That shift culminated in the rise ofBlankfein, a fonncr commodities trader, to the position of CEO in 2003. Today, 
trading accounts for nearly 70 percent of Goldman's revenue. Most of that trading is done on behalf of clienrs, though 
Goldman generates abou1 l O percent of its revenue by trading for itself. 

The heavy reliance on trnding and Goldman's peerless pcrfotmance have left the firm open to criticism that it uses 
its market knowledge 10 game the system to benefit itself ond a select group of clients. 

The SEC charges seemingly suppm1 that assc11ion. Fabrice Tourre, the 31-ycar-old Goldman exec\ltive accused of 
shepherding the deal in question, boasted about the "exotic trades" he created "without necessarily understanding all of 
the implications of those inonstrosities!I!," according to the SEC complaint. 
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In another e-mail. he describes as "sun-cal" a meeting between his hedge fund client and another firm that allegedly 
wasn't cold chat the bundle of securities it was buying were chosen with input from a third pa11y who was betting they 
would fail. 

''Once upon a time, Wall Strecc firm protected clients," said Christopher Whalen, managing director of financial 
research finn Institutional Risk Analytics. "This litigation exposes the cynical, savage culture of Wall Street that al lows 
a dealer to commit fraud on one customer to benefit another." 

In a lengthy rebuttal to the SEC charges Ftiday, Goldman insisted it was a middleman in chc transaction and did 
nothing wrong by not disclosing bearish bets against the pool by Paulson & Co., a major bedge fund led by billionaire 
investor John Paulson. Goldman said it los( $90 million on the deal. 

The SEC said Goldman had a duty to iufonn buyers oftbe mo11gage investments that Paulson had played a major 
role in choosing the securities lhat went into the derivatives product and then bet that they would go bust 

Derivatives are complex financial products whose value is based on an underlying asset like mo11gages or other 
types of debt. They're not traded on a public exchange, allowing firms like Goldman to generate fees by brokering deals 
between buyers and sellers. 

The charges SJrengthc:n the government's case for increased regulation of derivatives like those Goldman is accused 
of using, analysts said. 

Regardless, Goldman's ability 10 weather the storm should not be discounted, said Janet Tavakoli, president of 
Tavakoli Structured Finance, a Chicago consulting firm. 

"The benefits of the crisis have so far swamped the reputation 1isks for Goldman," she said. 

"If anything," she added, "they may wind up getting more customers if people can't avoid doing business with 
them." 

AP Business Writer Chip Cu11er contribmed to tbis report from New York. 

LOAD-DATE: April 19, 2010 
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PLAINTIFFS' 
EXHlBIT 

From: liostag, Gwen (FIN 200W41) 
Friday, May 21, 2010 2:47 PM 

53 
Sent: 
To: Cohn, Gary IEO]; Vir:iar, David: Stecher, Esta !GSBankUSA]: Rogers, John F,W, ]EOJ; . 

Solomon, David [IBD]; Dyal, Gordo:i [IBD]; Scherr, Stephen [!BDJ; Schwartz, Harvey jFin]; 
Haller, David B [Sec Div]; Eisler, Ed {Se:; Div]; Sherwood, Michael S; Cohen, Alan (AM-NY) 
(Comp~; Weinberg, John S. [IBD] 

Subject: . In case you somehow missed \his one 

I EXHIBIT 

! Ltd?9 9 
l,l)6}1y 7 1-.1> 

• May21,2010, ll:53AMGMT 

How Goldman Gets Its Premium Back 
To of F-"o=rm'-1'----------- ______ _ 

Search The Source 

,Ry Robert Armstrong and Gregory J. \.fi!mm, 

For the first time since 2003, Goldma11 Snchs trades at n price/tangible book discount to both JP :-Jorgan 
Chase and Morgan Stanley. When the SEC is suing you and Congress is grilling you, investor~ simply 
steer clear of your stock. That's the common explanation. (Read our GS coverage here.] 

But there is another possibility: thut the pr~mium hus tEs:;olvell becuuse the n11:1rkct is wonietl, not about 
lawsuits or politics, but about Goldman's core business. 

The Abacm affa.ir has highlighted the conflict;. i.ntrinsic to the investment banking business. But historically 
Goldman bas managed those conflicts well. Moreover. tlte contlicrs in the Abacus deal at the center ot"the 
SEC';. case have nothing to do with trading priorities verrni; I-hanking responsibilities - the tcnslon usually 
cited in discussions of Goldman. The conflict.~ in the crealion of ll1e now-notorious synthetic CDOs were all 
on th1:: trading side of the business. 

The issue is more subtle than that. To see that, let's play a quick game of Can You Spot the Conflict? 

\,\1,ich of the following co11f1icts is nothing to wony about, in a gray are11, or beyond :he pale? 

I. Bank makes u market in a company's securities while its prop desk is net sho11 those ~ecw·ities. 

2. Rank uses information ahont irs clict1fs' overall trading activities Lo make prop rrading decisions. 

3. Bank makes a market in mortgage securities iss1.1ed by financial institutior, wbil~ its prop desk is net shorl 
ilia.t institution's shan::s. 

4. Bar:.k acts as adviser to mortgage company while its prop desk is net short mortgages. 

5. Bank docs adviso1y work for a client while its 11rop desk is short that client's shares. 

6. Bank sells and suppons an IP0 or other equity or debt issue recognized to be very iow quality. 

7. Bank designs and sells structured mortgage ~ecurity product while it is net short a6'<linst the mortgage 
market and/or against buyers of the structured product. 

8. Bank designs and sells hyper-leveraged synthetic CDO product while: 

a. believing at lhc management level that the mortgage market is ready to crack; 

b. k11owi11g the sl1on party is more sophisticaled lhan (he long; and/or 
1 

CONFIDENTIAL GS-CDO-500195091 
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c. there is n~ore money to be made in the long nm from the relationship with short p.uty than from the long. 

9. Bank's prop desk is net short a security while an rulalyst has a buy recommendation on it. 

10. Bank uses inside idom1atiott gained tho;igh client relationships to t;1ke short/!rn1g po~ition~ on that 
clienrs shares. 

A good argument can be made tha[ I and 2 arc not proolcmatic while 9 and IO are m1t of bounds. 

If you believe :t is difficult, if not impossible, to separate How and prop trading aud that major banks canool 
compete in advisory services withom a sales and tradir.g opcrarion. tl1e conflicts in scena6os 3 through 7 at·e 
inherent to the busiL1ess und sirni:ly have 10 be managed. 

As a group, 6 through 8 an: particularly important. \iore than the other cases, a bank is bt:ncfiting frum its 
own role as a financial counselor to trade for its own account or cam a fee. These three cases cm,y Lhe 
greatc~t risk of se:·ious confiictf.:, tainted advice and rcputational harm. Banks that push the boundaries in 
these kinds of cases arc giving all their advisory customers rcasm1 to worry. 

Of course, scenario 8 is based on Abacus. \Vl1atcver the trne facts are in Goldman's c.asc, the bus:ncss of 
constructing a synthetic CDO in a volatile market, shunting between the counterparties co creace the 
customized product, is ridillt:<l with potential conflicts. 

This renitory is especially dangerous for Goldman because of the perception t:1at 1t is ar, elite advi~er and an 
elite \radtr that can do both sirrmllancously while managing the conCTicts to tlic satisfaciioa of its c\it:nls. 
Thai'~ why its stock canics a prt;mium to its peers in bull markets. 

Convo:rsely, evidence of poorly managed conflicts is especizlly dimgcrous to Goldman. Some damage has 
already been done. 

"IfJ'm a corporate trc:aslu·er would I do a debt underwriting with Goldman right now'! I might :-:ay it's not 
worth the hai;slc ortryi1:g lo explain to a board of din.-clors or irate sharchoI<lcrs or my lio~s," ~ays Sanford 
C. Bcrnst~in and Co. analyst Brad Hintz. 

Goldman will always play in gray areas - that's the nature of the modem I-bank - but everyone can tell 
dark grny from light gray. 

To regain its valuation premium, Goldman must stcet· back to the light side. 

G<JIJi,tao. S.td,s& C~. 
~•,o W.st Slr·"l J 3m\t l'loo,: )kw Yo,k, NY IIJ~t: 
Td: (1:2)-1102-()393 1 r .. , r21!)--493--979: 
Em:1if: i,:rni'.!i1.gh\'.ldsi(¥!-;i:. ~"-.,, 

T:::imilb ~l1ttd._i 

~ i aria&; iii; D tr.:c.~or 

RtBfl~C-!15 ~leedo1: $.. Co:Hlic-ts 

t-· ( • 1~p) ti ~h( t} 1 G TI,.: , iri 1,:".T~;n :-,;;1 ;J1.~ G1 <t..T I l 1 :\ .. ~ ! : ~ 1 .~ILt:o: ri.: ;::1, ·ctL s,c hun · :/w:~'"..:..,..v. g..; ;rnm-~f ~t:!a~ r1n:: r/~'11 ~-;;.~ai~i;;,,.ndtt .1d~~ ~ll fat i nlf"tti.lt tr, n: 1 i ..;k 
cb•~lca~r.rc..• . .ir-<lct h~tCltUiu~ p:nu~li£:L'..~. co.~tti.iL"L~ ot in1~r1~~E ,u1<i {\:.:,er l:i'uts- ;t:_t: ct11:di.tfo:1s r;:;:-lt~n!{ H ... Hii.~ i:-ituit l1!d y-,.u:· idi;i.:itc 1lll i!1~·rrn~;li!r-C i.:o:1t,~iL1~G 
i11 ir Th'..~ mc.::...i.:.:;,1gc m:,y ~ .. ,m~tm i.:1J;1'.i<.J;.•rui.~! ur privii,.":£;:J in rtJrn1,ui,m. rr ~CJ;! ;w.,; :t;L 1!1~· ml.;~,Jl.!J n;dr,•cm :;l~,v·;;:- :1.1.h·E~:,; 11-; i:'!1m,.:-Ji.1!;,:'.l ;1,1J \kk.tc d::-:= 
1: h:,:,;;.g..:. S1.:~ ht tJ1 :::\-..·v; 1v _Y5:j.:c11l, -~fu~l;·.i nu .. ··: s: 1lj~;;/ l( ,; fot th~! 1nli ~l l~!,H:!J 11 ,, ... (.:~ u~ ;~de .1, !i;l i1 y :1C'lt~ l hi; r ·:-:.k.•. ; 1f ·, 1m 1-::,,,;.1,;u r1.= l.: !i.:;:!rn1: i ~ l.'.'l m 1111~::111,.•,•, lt\1~: 1, ·) L r,1 
t"~'.li:h,I a::~~·s..~ th:;.~.:; :,:~J;.,;:, ?k,:.-ic r.Nir~· ~Ls bi' r~·pi~- m;."•;._;,..~c..: ,:t.d w-;: "\\·iii .,;i.:11J the ,:,,r:~t._·:;.: ... "~ )·,,;;.. 
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Important disclosure information (relative to NASD Rule 2711) about The Buckingham Research Group’s rating 
system, risks, and potential conflicts of interest appear at the end of this material (or contact your investment 
representative). This report should be used as only a single factor in making investment decisions.

GOLDMAN SACHS (GS) STRONG BUY
2Q08: Another Strong Quarter; Bumping Up ’08 Estimate June 17, 2008

James Mitchell 212-922-5534 jmitchell@buckresearch.com
John Grassano 212-922-2019 jgrassano@buckresearch.com

GS reported 2Q08 EPS of $4.58, well ahead of consensus of $3.42 and our estimate of $3.43. Book 
value grew more than 5% sequentially and the company’s ROE was 20.4%. These results also 
include $750m ($0.54 per share) in write-downs/hedging losses related to leveraged loans, as well as 
a lower than expected tax rate (adding $0.35 per share vs. our forecast).
The majority of the upside was driven by better than expected revenues in investment banking, private
equity, and prime brokerage (trading revenues were basically in line). In fact, total revenues were 
10% above our forecast. Also contributing to the upside was solid expense discipline, with non-comp
expenses falling 6% sequentially vs. our expectation of flat expenses. 
Raising 2008 EPS to $16.20 from $16.00 to partially reflect the sizable “beat” this quarter. We 
believe the estimate is conservative given the continued evidence of stabilizing credit markets over the 
past three months and the potential for market share gains as many peers “retrench.” 
In terms of the stock, while GS trades at a substantial premium to its peers, we believe it is warranted 
given its diversified franchise, strong brand, higher ROE profile, and peerless risk management. And
at 1.9x current book value and 1.7x ‘08E book value, the stock trades well below fair value when 
considering a 20% ROE profile. Consequently, we reaffirm our Strong Buy rating, although we 
continue to see more upside in the likes of MS at 1.3x book.

Target $250.00
Price (06/17/2008) $179.44
52-Week Price Range $251-$140
Shares Out. (mil.) 427.9
Market Capitalization (mil.) $76,782.4
Float 349.5
Avg. Daily Vol. (mil.) 12.0

Dividend/Yield $1.40/0.7%
Book Value (05/31/2008) $97.49
Debt/Capital (05/31/2008) 78.6%
2 Yr. Growth Rate NM
ROE (2008E) 17.9%

EARNINGS PER SHARE ESTIMATES
FYE Nov Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Fiscal Yr FY P/E
2007E $6.67A $4.93A $6.13A $7.01A $24.73A 7.3x
2008E $3.23A $4.58A $3.60E $4.79E $16.20E 11.1x

prior -- -- $3.76E $5.58E $16.00E
2009E -- -- -- -- $21.00E 8.5x

Company Description - Growth Drivers - Risks: Goldman Sachs is a leading global investment bank engaged 
in three principal segments: Investment Banking (16% of revenue in 2007); Trading & Principal Investments 
(68% of revenue) and Asset Management & Securities Services (16% of revenue). Growth drivers: increased 
client activity associated with stronger economic and market performance; broadening client relationships; and 
international expansion.  Risk factors: Market, economic, and competitive risks.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
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SECURITIES LITIGATION, 
 
               Plaintiffs, 
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               Defendants. 
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economically.

He also has some qualitative analysis for the April

30th and June 10th dates but does not have any statistical

analysis, and as a result he doesn't prove economically that

it's more likely than not that the entire drop was due to these

regulatory actions.  And under his assumption that if you

assume, as he did, apparently tat returns are normally

distributed, in fact you will never get there.  You can't come

to that conclusion.  There is no way that a minus 9.27 percent

drop would be consistent with those data.

Q. Okay.  Let's go to Slide 22 and you have got the heading:

Event study and economic analysis demonstrate price impact on

three corrective disclosure dates here; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And what are you showing the Court with slide 22?

A. The first point is the defendants' misstatements and

omissions on the first day of the class period inflated

Goldman's stock price, that is, kept the stock trading at a

higher price than the price at which it would have traded if

Goldman had disclosed the failure to manage its conflict of

interest and its failure to adhere to its business principles

in connection with the -- particularly with the Hudson

transaction.

So, the Goldman had made these statements many, many

times before so they're not new statements.  And in contrast to
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what Professor Gompers said about my opinion, it is not that

not making these statements would have caused the stock price

to fall.  The issue is the management of Goldman's conflict and

failure of Goldman, as pled in the complaint, that disclose

that it had not managed its conflict of interest, it has not in

fact placed its clients' interests first and adhered to

business principles, if Goldman had disclosed that information

which was omitted, it is my opinion that the stock price would

have dropped on April 16th, 2010.

And my conclusion, in the next, second bullet:  The

statistically significant stock price declines on the three

corrective disclosure dates does establish price impact.

And, finally, when one looks at the market commentary

which is summarized in the next several slides, one can see

very clearly that the statistically significant stock price

declines are in fact related to the alleged misrepresentations

concerning the conflicts of interest management, the business

principles, and Goldman's reputation.

Q. Let's look at slides 23 and 24.  Is this a summary of your

event study and economic analysis on the three corrective

disclosure dates?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you summarize for the Court what your analysis found?

A. The decision of the April 16th date shows, first of all, if

you go to the right-hand side, I calculated an abnormal return
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of minus 9.27 percent which is statistically significant at the

1 percent level which is what the three asterisks indicate.

The information that was disclosed was contained in a

is detailed, 22 page complaint.  I have already testified about

that.  There was new information, again which I have testified

about, in that document.  The new information, in particular,

revealed that Goldman had misled ACA, that ACA and Paulson's

interests were aligned.

The fraud charge also provided new information

regarding the severity of Goldman's conduct.  This wasn't just

somebody out in the marketplace alleging that Goldman had done

something wrong.  This is their primary regulator putting

together a 22-page complaint in which it described, in detail,

how Goldman had structured transactions or helped someone do

that to favor the interests of one client over another and the

SEC was saying, as in the Stifel case I worked on, the SEC was

saying this is bad behavior which we don't want to see.

Q. And, could you talk about April 26, 2010, Dr. Finnerty?

What does your analysis of that date show?

A. April 26 was originally pled as a corrective disclosure.

When I analyzed it, I found that in addition to the four

e-mails that were issued by the Senate Subcommittee on

Investigations on April 24th, there was a 12-page Goldman memo

that went up on its website the same day that explained why it

hadn't done anything wrong.
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